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“Let it be noted in this 
that the four elements 
are involved: the earth 
to nurture the plant; 
the air from which it 
feeds; the sun or fire 
to enable it to impart 
its power; and water …
to be enriched with its 
beneficent magnetic 
healing.”

Dr. Edward Bach
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It is Holy Wednesday of Passion 
Week. Each of these seven days 
portend a potent planetary 
drama. This day is ruled by 
Mercury’s healing movement.

The nearly full orb of the silver 
moon is settling into Earth’s 
western lap. 

The pure air is tinged with 
moisture from a night 
thunderstorm. Sounds and 
images pour with crystal clarity 
into our hearts and minds.  

The wide-open desert magnifies 
— and makes magnificent —
every sense impression.

Wednesday, March 23, 2005, 
before dawn
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The night hoots of the Great Horned Owl and the haunting howls of a 
nearby coyote pack have abated. Now, the dovelike coo of roadrunners, 
and the melodious sounds of the cactus wren, song sparrow and 
California towhee offer their early dawn salutations to the sun.

In the east the chalice of the sun spills its liquid gold onto the horizon.
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The deep blue canopy of the sky is firmly anchored overhead and sweet sunshine suffuses 
the desert ground. A halcyon quality permeates this moment; the elements of air, fire, water 
and earth are in hallowed harmony. We pray and prepare our hearts for making the Desert 
Lily essence.  

Even as we feel this etheric balance around us, elemental intensity stirs in the peripheries, 
imparting an electric quality to the air. The Santa Rosa mountains in the north and the 
Vallecito and Pinyon Mountains in the west hold back a bank of fierce cumulus nimbus rain 
clouds. But from where we stand on the desert floor, the “sea is parted.”
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We pray for permission to make the Desert Lily. Rising out of the clouds we 
behold the curving finger of a Rainbow. We feel it to be a holy omen, a sign that 
tells us to proceed. We sense that a portal has opened in the elemental world 
that will allow the right qualities for this medicine.
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We are surrounded by hundreds of Desert Lilies opening their white 
throats to the first golden rays of Sun. They are in the perfect peak of 
bloom, with many flowers and potent buds.

The white translucent petals of the Desert Lily are so penetrated by spirit 
that they are barely matter at all – the light shines in and through them. 
Mater (the Mother) offers herself completely to the Sun-Spirit.  
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Each petal is luminous, with countless iridescent 
specks of “crystal dew” glistening in the Sun. 
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In contrast to the pure white petals gleaming in the light, 
the outer calyx has very dark green stripes.
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This green first arises 
in the stem of the 
plant where it is 
softer, but still quite 
dark.
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The green grows 
upward into the 
calyx where it 
condenses on the 
outside of the 
flowerhead. Six 
dark green stripes 
enfold the white 
Lily Star.
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The dark green of the 
Desert Lily is most 
striking in the bud stage. 
Before the flower unfolds 
its white splendor, she 
presents herself with 
dark-banded, burgeoning 
bud forms. This aspect of 
her is so captivating — an 
intriguing contrast to the 
alabaster Virgin who 
glories in the Sun after 
she opens her blossom.
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The dark ribbons on each flower remind me of the signature of 
another member of the Lily family — the Pretty Face (Triteleia 
ixiodes). Yet in the Pretty Face, the contrast is more stark.

Pretty FaceDesert Lily
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Oh, the leaves with their rippled, ruffled 
edges! Even if one could not see the leaves, 
they could be known with tactile clarity, so 
distinct is the form of each leaf.
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Each leaf is expressing 
the flow of water. 

The physical eye is not 
capable of registering 
the dynamic, etheric 
movement of fluid 
within this plant. Yet, 
sense perception can 
behold water’s 
“footprint.” Each 
ripple remembers the 
river that streams 
through it.
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The leaves sweep in sinuous swirls around the desert floor. Their  
beautiful curves caress the brown sands with their water dance. 

The Desert Lily celebrates these water-wave patterns. Nothing 
about the Desert Lily suggests a straight line; all unfolds in 
meandering movements, fluid and flowing.
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Even the stem —
which at first 
glance “seems” to 
be a straight line —
really has a slight 
curve to it. This 
curve of the stem 
flows upward into 
the flower buds, 
and finally to the 
blossom.
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Looking more closely at the flower, I see that each petal is 
accompanied by its own stamen (filament and anther).  
Here again, is the most exquisite curving motion. Each 
white filament arches upward. And the anther lifts a final 
sweep of yellow light to the sun.
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Together they 
have made a 
candle to the 
Sun.
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Water reveals herself not only in the curving form of 
the Lily, but in what she holds as her inmost essence. 

The leaves are somewhat succulent and the interior 
structures are mucilaginous. I am reminded of the Aloe 
Vera (pictured below).  

It seems to me that the “primitive” Desert Lily is the  
prototype out of which the Aloe Vera may have 
emerged. The Aloe Vera may be more substantial, but 
the primal pattern is formed in the more elegant and 
etherically vital Desert Lily.



Loading image There are three rich, juicy 
lobes – green with an over-
layer of yellow. They have 
not yet formed the full 
seed. However, I can see 
the pathway leading from 
the top of the pistil bearing 
the stigma. It is saturated 
with yellow pollen. This 
pollen will travel along the 
style and come to the moist 
ovary, located at the very 
base of the flower. 

A stunning image forms in 
my soul: the golden fire 
force of the Sun meeting 
the water secret of the 
Desert Virgin.
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The Desert Lily forms a 
superior ovary that is 
located above the point 
where the petals meet. As 
the plant matures, the 
petals fall away and the 
ovary ripens in the three-
lobed seed pod.
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Oh, to imbibe the fragrance of 
the Desert Lily! It will never 
be captured in a bottle. It is 
too subtle and fleeting. One 
must be present with her to 
know it.

But even so, it could be 
missed, for the nose has to be 
very “quiet” to fully register 
the aroma.  It is sweet but not 
cloying like hybridized lilies 
can be. It is soft and luscious. 

The  fragrance of the 
Desert Lily uplifts and 
enchants the soul, 
while at the same 
time, leaving it 
completely free. Its 
essence is sweet and 
“yin” — a contrast to  
many typical desert 
plants with  pungent, 
“yang ” aromas.
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The Desert Lilies grow with such fierce dedication on the 
desert floor. The more harsh the circumstance, the greater 
they flourish, favoring sandy, barren and open spaces.

The vitality of each plant is considerable – a mature plant 
holds 15-20 blossoms that will unfold during the course of 
several weeks.



Loading image It is truly amazing 
to see how much 
moisture these 
Lilies hold in their 
sandy bases. This 
water element is 
carried upward 
into the leaves, and 
eventually infuses 
every part of the 
flower. It 
culminates as 
crystal dew —
iridescent jewels 
on each flower 
petal.
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Later in the day, we wanted to encounter the depths of just one 
mature plant. The effort was intense, time consuming and 
astounding! What seemed so small and delicate, became larger and
larger with its grounded strength as we attempted to excavate its 
root mass.
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much of the stem is 
buried beneath the 
sand. The bulb is 
deeply submerged. 
Proportionately, the 
Desert Lily actually has 
more of itself in the 
earth than in the air 
and light!

This excursion into the 
depths of Desert Lily 
impresses us again 
with how marvelously 
she holds fluid. She 
carries it up from the 
well of the earth, 
concentrating it as a 
precious essence in 
every part of her.
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Communing with the Desert Lily 
leads to an ever-deeper appreciation 
of her healing qualities.

At first, the Desert Lilies appear so 
fragile and tender. But that is only 
the first level of encounter! The 
longer one stays with them, the 
more one experiences impressive 
strength – all the more remarkable 
because it presents through the 
gentle face of grace.

Hers is a feminine gift – as the Lilies 
are in so many ways – given freely to 
both men and women. She helps us 
to radiate beauty and benevolence in 
our lives. Normally, we think of 
these virtues as weaker or softer.
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The Desert Lily teaches us that her fluid grace can flourish in the 
harshest places. We are challenged by a world that seems 
increasingly hardened and shriveled. The heat and intense fire of 
technology is everywhere around us. The Desert Lily shows us how
to bring nourishing water forces to these parched deserts of modern 
culture. It is a strength that champions the feminine essence and yet 
radiates vitality and tenacity.
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Truly, the Desert Lily is an archetypal 
experience of Easter. She teaches us 
about redemption and resurrection. The 
gentle curve of her Grail Chalice is a 
container for the Sun to find its home on 
Earth. She tempers fire and quenches its 
thirst with her bounteous fluid.


